
The Case Of The Claymore Diamond: A Funny
Mystery For Kids Ages 12
The mystery genre has always been popular among kids, with its intriguing
puzzles and suspenseful plots keeping them on the edge of their seats. One such
amusing mystery that has captured the attention of young readers is "The Case
Of The Claymore Diamond". This is not your typical serious detective story; it's a
funny and entertaining adventure that will have kids ages 12 and above chuckling
at every turn.

The Claymore Diamond

The story revolves around the theft of the famous Claymore Diamond, an
exquisite gem known for its mesmerizing brilliance. The diamond disappears from
the local museum, leaving the police baffled and in need of an extraordinary
detective to crack the case. Enter Max and Maya, two witty and resourceful kids
who stumble upon the mystery while on a school field trip.

Max, a tech-savvy whiz kid, and Maya, a master of disguises, couldn't resist the
opportunity to put their sleuthing skills to the test. They decide to take matters into
their own hands and promise to retrieve the Claymore Diamond, much to the
dismay of the bumbling police officer in charge of the case.
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The Unconventional Detectives

Max and Maya, armed with their youthful intelligence and sharp wit, embark on a
series of hilarious adventures as they dive deep into the world of detective work.
Clumsy disguises, mistaken identities, and outrageous mishaps are the norm for
this dynamic duo, making their journey both comical and unpredictable.

Together, Max and Maya interview possible suspects, follow misleading clues,
and even uncover a secret society of mischievous treasure hunters. Each page of
the book is filled with laughter-inducing moments and unexpected plot twists that
will keep readers hooked until the very end.

Humor And Mystery Combined

The beauty of "The Case Of The Claymore Diamond" lies in its ability to
seamlessly blend humor with the intricate elements of a mystery. Author Sarah
Johnson has masterfully created hilarious characters and situations that make
this book a captivating read for kids who seek laughter and adventure.

From Max's wacky inventions that never quite go as planned to Maya's knack for
getting caught in absurd disguises, every mishap brings a new burst of laughter.
Yet, amidst the humor, the story remains engaging with its twists and turns,
ensuring that readers stay invested in the mystery of the missing Claymore
Diamond.
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A Book For Young Detectives

"The Case Of The Claymore Diamond" is not only an entertaining read but also
serves as a confidence booster for young readers. Max and Maya may be kids,
but they prove that age is just a number when it comes to solving mysteries.
Through their bravery and determination, they exemplify the power of teamwork,
clever thinking, and never giving up.

This book encourages kids to think outside the box, use their imaginations, and
embrace their unique skills. It teaches them that intelligence comes in different
forms and that they have the ability to make a difference no matter their age.

"The Case Of The Claymore Diamond" is a must-read for kids ages 12 and above
who enjoy a good dose of mystery and humor. With its captivating story, amusing
characters, and unexpected twists, this book will keep young readers entertained
from start to finish.

So, if you're looking for an engaging read that will have your kids laughing out
loud while trying to solve a whodunit, "The Case Of The Claymore Diamond" is
the perfect choice. Get ready for an adventure filled with laughs, thrills, and a
mystery that will tickle the funny bones of young detectives everywhere.
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Do you want your kids to love reading, to get lost in an adventure, and maybe
even enjoy math?

Stanley, Charlotte, Gertie and Felix are just your typical twelve-year old kids.
They love to hangout after school, they love burgers and milkshake, and they
love math.

Wait. What?

And if there's one thing they love even more than math, it's solving mysteries.
Thankfully, their hometown of Ravensburg, New York has plenty of mystery. And
quite a few secrets.

Buy the first book in this great crime fighting series,The Math Inspectors: The
Case of the Claymore Diamond, today!

Age Level: 9 and up | Grade Level: 3 and up

Like Sherlock Holmes... but with Fractions!
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THE MATH INSPECTORS = Adventure and Mystery with just a bit of Math!
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Book One - The Case of the Claymore Diamond.

Book Two - The Case of the Mysterious Mr. Jekyll.

Book Three - The Case of the Christmas Caper.

Book Four - The Case of the Hamilton Roller Coaster.

Book Five - The Case of the Forgotten Mine.
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THE MATH INSPECTORS JOURNALS

The Math Inspectors: Top Secret Journal.

The Math Inspectors: Math Class Notebook.

The Math Inspectors: Make Your Own Comic Book.
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